Different parts of our brain code the perceptual features and actions related to an object, causing a binding problem: how does the brain discriminate the information of a particular event from the features of other events? Hommel (1998) suggested the event file concept: an episodic memory trace binding perceptual and motor information pertaining to an object. By adapting Hommel's paradigm to emotional faces in a previous study (Coll & Grandjean, 2016) , we demonstrated that emotion could take part in an event file with motor responses. We also postulate such binding to occur with emotional prosodies, due to an equal importance of automatic reactions to such events. However, contrary to static emotional expressions, prosodies develop through time and temporal dynamics may influence the integration of these stimuli. To investigate this effect, we developed three studies with task-relevant and -irrelevant emotional prosodies. Our results showed that emotion could interact with motor responses when it was task relevant. When it was task irrelevant, this integration was also observed, but only when participants were led to focus on the details of the voices, that is, in a loudness task. No such binding was observed when participants performed a location task, in which emotion could be ignored. These results indicate that emotional binding is not restricted to visual information but is a general phenomenon allowing organisms to integrate emotion and action in an efficient and adaptive way. We discuss the influence of temporal dynamics in the emotion-action binding and the implication of Hommel's paradigm.
Introduction
Different parts of our brain code different perceptual features (e.g., color, shape, and location) and motor actions related to an event, causing a binding problem (Hommel, 1998 (Hommel, , 2004 . Indeed, how does the brain integrate the information belonging to one event without mixing it up with elements of other processed events (Treisman, 1996) ? Following the work of Kahneman, Treisman, and Gibbs (1992) , who postulated an episodic memory trace called the object file integrating the perceptual features associated with an object, Hommel (1998) suggested the event file concept. Seen as an extension of the object file, the event file not only considers the binding of perceptual features, but takes into account the motor actions related to the objects. In his paradigm, Hommel (1998) presented two consecutive geometric figures (S1 and S2) after a right or left-pointing arrow (cue). Participants had to respond to S1 given the direction of the cue and to S2 given its shape (Experiment 1) or color (Experiment 2). Hommel thus discovered that the reaction times to respond to S2 were dependent on the features and motor actions' repetition from S1 to S2. They were significantly faster when the elements were completely repeated (e.g., same shape and same motor response) and alternated (e.g., different shapes and different motor responses) than they were in the situation of a partial repetition (e.g., same shape, but different motor response). Hommel suggested this to be the case, because in S1 participants created an event file associating the features and motor response, which would facilitate the response to S2 when the binding is repeated, but disrupt the response when it is dissociated (i.e. in a partial repetition case). Following Hommel's results, several authors were interested in the role played by emotion on visuomotor integration. Indeed, emotion is closely linked to motor action and their relationship is highlighted in theories of emotion (e.g., Grandjean, Sander, & Scherer, 2008; Scherer, 2001 ) through the concept of action tendencies (Frijda, 1986 (Frijda, , 2007 , emotion embodiment (Niedenthal, 2007) , or motivational theory (Lang & Bradley, 2010) . Colzato, van Wouwe and Hommel (2007) , for example, adapted Hommel's paradigm by presenting positive and negative pictures between S1 and S2. They showed that the partial repetition cost was reduced for positive images compared to the negative ones when the shape dimension was task relevant. Klauer (2007, 2009) , as well as Eder, Musseler and Hommel (2012) highlighted an effect called "action-valence blindness". Klauer (2007, 2009) for instance showed that a previous lever movement (pull/approach or push/avoidance), affectively congruent with a word (positive or negative), significantly increased the reaction time to perform another motor response (a button press) to designate the emotion expressed by the word. Emotion is intrinsically linked to motor actions, and it is highly probable that humans developed adaptive reactions to emotions in their ontogenetic and phylogenetic history to survive in the environment. In this context, we probably integrated in our everyday life approach movements with positive valence and avoidance movements with negative valence. Therefore, participants in Eder and Klauer's study (2007, 2009 ) activated the associated valence when performing the lever movement (approach/positive and avoidance/negative), which disrupted (increased reaction time) the establishment of a new response (a button press) to designate the valence of the word in the affectively congruent condition (i.e., approach lever movement-positive word and avoidance lever movement-negative word).
In addition, using approach-avoidance lever movements, Lavender and Hommel (2007) observed the emotion-action binding by interfering with approach-and avoidance-related responses to emotions (for a review of the approach-avoidance protocol: Phaf, Mohr, Rotteveel, & Wicherts, 2014) . Authors asked participants to move a doll forward or backward for right-and left-oriented positive and negative pictures. Half of participants had spatial instructions (spatial group; responses regarding the right and left orientations) and the other half had valence instructions (valence group; responses regarding the positive and negative valence). Among the groups, half of the participants were asked to make an approach movement for one of the features (e.g., a right-oriented picture) and an avoidance movement for the other (e.g., a left-oriented picture). The other half had opposite instructions. Results showed that among the valence group, participants with the instruction to approach positive stimuli and to avoid negative stimuli were faster than the others. When instructions follow our valence-action bindings, we are naturally faster to respond. Interestingly, however, when participants had to follow spatial instructions, no emotion effect was observed. Valence was no longer bound with motor responses when it was task irrelevant.
Contrary to Lavender and Hommel (2007) , Giesen and Rothermund (2011) , using unaccustomed left and right responses to emotion, showed that emotion could take part in an event file when the task was not about the emotion. An emotional noun and adjective were displayed and participants had to indicate whether the noun designated a person or an object. After a delay, a new noun-adjective pair awaiting the same response appeared on the screen. Results showed that distractor and response integration, as well as recall, was modulated by affective congruence, although the emotional aspect of the words was irrelevant for the task. Interestingly, similar results were found in the second and third study of Moeller, Frings, and Pfister (2016) , in which participants had to designate letters presented in front of happy and angry faces. Although task irrelevant, emotion significantly interacted with the motor response. However, results of Moeller et al. (2016) must be interpreted with caution, as photographs were presented in color, emotional expression was not isolated from background distractors such as the hair and neck, and the low-level features (luminance and spatial frequency) were not controlled.
Postulating that the emotion-action binding could play a major role in the development of anxiety disorders, such as phobia or post-traumatic stress disorders: A stimulus previously associated with a traumatic event reactivating an intense fear, we developed five studies by replacing Hommel's geometric figures (1998) with emotional facial expressions (Coll & Grandjean, 2016) . Instead of the overtrained approach-avoidance responses to emotions (see Phaf, Mohr, Rotteveel, & Wicherts, 2014) , the usual right and left responses of Hommel (1998) were kept to study the foundations of the emotion-action binding. In some experiments, emotion could be task relevant (binomial decision in S2 between "emotion" or "neutral") or task irrelevant (gender task: "man" vs. "woman"; location task: "up" vs. "down"; eye-color shade task: "light" vs. "dark") for S2. Our hypothesis was that by manipulating the emotional relevance of the task, emotion would bind with the motor response, even when it was irrelevant for the task, because of the importance to our survival of automatic reactions to environmental hazards (e.g., LeDoux, 1994) . Our results showed that emotion could, in fact, when relevant for the task, take part in an event file. Participants were faster for a complete repetition and alternation of the emotion and motor response than they were in the situation of a partial repetition of them. When emotion was task irrelevant, it never significantly took part in an event file. Nonetheless, a marginal emotion-action interaction was observed when participants were led to look more at the details of the faces in an eye-color shade task, instead of a task such as gender, in which face outlines were sufficient to answer correctly, or location, in which emotion could be completely ignored. The fact that participants' attention was reallocated to an area allowing deeper analysis of the emotion could explain this result. Moreover, it is interesting to note that the eye area is specifically important for the attentional capture of angry faces (Burra, Barras, Coll, & Kerzel, 2016; Fox & Damjanovic, 2006; Weymar, Low, Ohman, & Hamm, 2011) , the emotion tested in this experiment. Following the "intentional weighting principle" (Hommel, Memelink, Zmigrod, & Colzato, 2014; Memelink & Hommel, 2013) , which states that cuing a feature dimension (for example by making it task relevant) increases the saliency of stimuli coded in this dimension, one can argue that the binding would be stronger when the feature of the task is somewhat related to the emotional discrimination or categorization.
Purpose of the study
Few studies have investigated the emotion-action association. With the present experiment we wanted to extend knowledge on the phenomenon by investigating the audiomotor binding of emotional prosodies. In the literature, some investigators successfully used Hommel's paradigm to study the binding of basic elements of sounds (e.g., loudness and pitch) with motor responses , but nobody ever used emotional prosodies. We would suggest that an automatic and accurate reaction to emotional prosodies was as much favored as for emotional faces in our ontogenetic and phylogenetic history. Indeed, it would be advised for instance to prepare to flight if a roar is heard nearby. However, a major difference with the way emotion was tested in the event file literature might influence the present study: static pictures were always displayed to the participants (e.g., Coll & Grandjean, 2016; Colzato et al., 2007; Lavender & Hommel, 2007) . Whereas participants were faced with prototypical emotional facial expressions quasi-instantly recognizable in our previous study (Coll & Grandjean, 2016) , emotional prosodies require more time to be processed. Therefore, we might expect differences in the emotion-action binding of prosodies due to their specific temporal dynamics.
Three experiments were designed to investigate this phenomenon. The first experiment was divided in two subexperiments (Experiment 1a: Angry vs. neutral; Experiment 1b: Happy vs. neutral) in which emotion was task relevant. However, as remarked by an anonymous reviewer, this configuration might not be optimal to test the emotion-action integration. Indeed, with the present design binding effects are confounded with compatibility effects. This review not only holds for our adaptation of Hommel's paradigm, but to Hommel's paradigm in general. Although orthogonal variation of the relation between the response and irrelevant features is allowed in S1 and S2, responses to the relevant feature is constrained and depends on the instructions. If a given participant for instance is instructed to press a leftresponse button for a circle and a right-response button for a cross in S2 (Experiment 1; Hommel, 1998) , the complete repetition (left/circle and right/cross successively) and alternation (right/cross and left/circle successively) situations are always compatible with the instructed mapping in S1 for the relevant feature. However, the partial repetition cases (left/cross and right/circle) are always incompatible with the instructed mapping in S1 for the relevant feature. Therefore, compatibility effects might boost binding effect for the relevant feature. The last two experiments (Experiment 2: Loudness task; Experiment 3: Location task) investigated the emotion-action binding with task-irrelevant emotions, avoiding the compatibility/binding confound.
Our hypotheses were as follows: first, we expected perceptual features to bind. We called these binding object files as suggested by Kahneman et al. (1992) . Participants would be faster for a complete repetition and alternation of the features than for a partial repetition of them. Second, we assumed that perceptual features would bind with motor actions in an event file. Participants would be faster for a complete repetition of the features and the motor response than for a partial repetition of them. However, as our previous results showed concerning the emotion-action binding (Coll & Grandjean, 2016) and following the intentional weighting principle (Hommel et al., 2014; Memelink & Hommel, 2013) , this interaction would depend on the taskrelevant feature. It would always be observed when emotion is task relevant and only in the loudness task when irrelevant. Indeed, if we suppose that participants need to focus on the details of the stimuli to observe an emotion-action binding when it is task irrelevant, the integration could only be observed in the loudness task and not in the location task. In comparison to location, loudness requires a deeper analysis of the voices and thus of the emotional prosody. Moreover, loudness is also a percept that is related to the intensity (decibels) of the stimuli and is correlated with emotion categorization (Huttar, 1968) , which may increase attention toward emotion and thus the probability of an emotion-action binding.
Experiment 1a and 1b
Experiment 1a and 1b were developed to investigate audiomotor integration of task-relevant angry (Experiment 1a) and happy (Experiment 1b) prosodies, that is to say when the task in S2 is about deciding if voices are emotional or not. Our assumptions were that both emotions would bind with the motor response when task relevant, but that this integration could vary with the emotion presented in two possible directions. First, binding effects could be more important for angry voices than happy voices. Indeed, several experiments showed that anger, as a threat-related stimulus, more easily captured attention than happiness did (e.g., Coelho, Cloete, & Wallis, 2010; Ohman, Lundqvist, & Esteves, 2001; Pinkham, Griffin, Baron, Sasson, & Gur, 2010; Weymar et al. 2011) , an effect called anger superiority effect (Hansen & Hansen, 1988) . Moreover, flashbulb memories, which are rated as more negative in valence than everyday memories (Talarico & Rubin, 2003) , tended to be more consistently remembered when they were negative than when they were positive (Kensinger & Schacter, 2006) . Following the hypothesis of greater binding effects for angry stimuli, we would expect that participants show a greater difference between a complete repetition and alternation of the emotion and motor response than for a partial repetition of them when confronted to angry faces. However, other studies seem to conclude for a greater binding of positive stimuli. Colzato et al. (2007) , for instance, showed that the partial repetition cost in Hommel's paradigm (1998) was reduced for positive images compared to negative ones. Waszak and Pholulamdeth (2009) , using two consecutive tasks, discovered that reaction times in the second task were longer for images accompanied in the first task by a positive picture than a negative picture. This result was interpreted by the authors as a stronger binding of the first task and the image if the latter was associated with a positive picture, resulting in greater conflict when the same image was presented in a new task. Following the hypothesis of greater binding effects for happy stimuli, we would expect this time to show a greater difference between a complete repetition and alternation of the emotion and motor response than for a partial repetition of them when confronted to happy faces. Having these two arguments in mind, we wanted to compare the emotion-action binding between our happy and angry prosodies.
Method

Participants
In each study, 20 people (Experiment 1a: 7 men; M age = 25.05 years, SD 4.76; Experiment 1b: 9 men; M age = 25.40 years, SD 4.48) from the University of Geneva and surrounding area participated for financial compensation. Sample sizes were decided based on a power analysis realized on a previous behavioral experiment (Experiment 1; Coll & Grandjean, 2016) with the "simr" package on R (Green & Macleod, 2016) , in which 100% of power [95% confidence interval (CI) (99.63, 100)] for an effect size of R 2 m = 0.03 1 and R 2 c = 0.34 was obtained with 20 participants. All reported having normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were not familiar with the purpose of the experiments. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. The experiments were conducted at the University of Geneva and approved by the local ethical committee.
Apparatus and stimuli
The experiments were controlled with a Dell OptiPlex 9020 Intel Inside Core i7 vPro computer, attached to a Philips 242G5D 24″ monitor. The stimuli, taken from the study of Fruhholz, Klaas, Patel, and Grandjean (2014) and presented through 70 Ω Sennheiser HD 25-1 II headphones, comprised a set of angry, happy and neutral prosodies of two-syllable, five-letter pseudowords in a consonant-vowel-consonant-vowel-consonant combination. These stimuli were evaluated on a scale from 0 (not intense/not representative) to 100 (very intense/very representative) for their arousal and emotion representativeness 2 (Fruhholz et al., 2014) and were normalized for mean energy across all stimuli. From this set of stimuli, we used two pseudowords-"belam" and "nolan"-pronounced by two male and female actors. We increased and decreased the loudness of these stimuli by 5 decibels to obtain a loud and quiet loudness condition using Audacity software (website: http://audac ity.sourc eforg e.net/).
To signal the motor response for the first voice (S1), a cue in the middle of the screen represented by rows of three leftor right-pointing arrows indicated left and right key press, respectively. Responses to S1 and S2 were made by pressing the left or right arrow of the keyboard with the index or middle finger of the right hand, respectively. 1 We report the effect sizes according to the approach of Nakagawa and Schielzeth (2013) , which is implemented in the MuMIn R package. The authors developed their approach on the basis of 2 indicators, a marginal and conditional R 2 (R 2 m and R 2 c , respectively), allowing comparability with standard methods, while taking into account the variance explained by random effects. R 2 m is the variance explained by the fixed factors, whereas R 2 c is the variance explained by the entire model (both fixed and random effects). We calculated these variances for each effect in our statistical models. 2 The mean intensity ratings for anger, happy, and neutral prosodies of Fruhholz et al. (2014) were 51.92 (SD = 5.63), 48.30 (SD = 10.94) and 21.89 (SD = 3.82), respectively. These prosodies were recognized as representing anger at 55.91 (SD = 10.86), 7.64 (SD = 4.52) and 2.85 (SD = 1.96), in average respectively. They were also recognized as representing happiness at 0.83 (SD = 1.53), 34.74 (SD = 21.53) and 0.25 (SD = 0.48), in average respectively. Finally, they were recognized as representing neutrality at 5.57 (SD = 3.94), 8.96 (SD = 9.69) and 70.11 (SD = 6.50), in average respectively.
Procedure and design
An overview of the procedure is displayed in Fig. 1 . Our paradigm was an adaptation of the one used in our previous study (Coll & Grandjean, 2016) , except that faces were replaced by angry, happy, and neutral prosodies.
A fixation cross appeared in the middle of the screen for 1000 ms, and was then replaced by the cue for 1500 ms. Participants were instructed to look at the cue. Next, a second fixation cross was displayed for 1000 ms. A first voice (S1) was then presented. It could be male or female, with loud or quiet loudness, expressing "belam" or "nolan" pseudowords, emotionally (Experiment 1a: angry; Experiment 1b: happy) or neutrally. Participants responded to the stimulus with the left or right arrow of the keyboard, according to the direction of the cue. After a 500-ms interval, S2 was presented for 2000 ms. This second voice was the same pseudoword as in S1, pronounced by the same actor, but could vary from S1 on emotion and loudness. Participants responded to that stimulus according to the emotion of the voice. Half of the participants responded with a right key press for emotion and a left key press for neutral, and the other half followed the opposite instructions. Finally, a blank screen appeared on the screen for 1000 ms before the next trial.
Feedback was added to our paradigm to ensure correct answers from the participants. First, a notification in the screen told them to respond according to the cue when no response or mistakes were made in S1. When this situation happened, the trial started again from the beginning. Second, participants were reminded to respond according to the task-relevant feature (here emotion) when no response or mistakes were made in S2. In case of no response in S2, participants started again the trial from the beginning. When a mistake was made in S2, they went on with the trial.
At the end of the experiments, a French-translated version of the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (EHI; Oldfield 1971) was completed by the participants. On this questionnaire, used to precisely assess laterality, participants could score between − 100 (highly left-handed) and 100 (highly right-handed). We also used this questionnaire to control for the influence of handedness on reaction times. All participants had to respond using the fingers of their right hand, as it was the case for our previous paradigms (Coll & Grandjean, 2016) and that of Hommel (1998). Right-handed participants then had an advantage over lefthanded participants, the latter being our control.
Experiments 1a and 1b each comprised 256 trials with a combination of cue (left vs. right), identity (two women and two men), pseudoword (belam vs. nolan), emotion (emotion vs. neutral), and loudness (loud vs. quiet), as well as repetition vs. alternation of emotion and loudness. The experiments were divided into four blocks of 64 trials and lasted about 32 min.
Statistical analyses
To test our assumptions, that is, the binding between perceptual features (object file hypothesis) and the binding between perceptual features and the motor response (event file hypothesis), we used the generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) statistical method. GLMMs are interesting because they allow the incorporation of random effects and they handle non-normal data (Bolker et al., 2009; McCulloch, 2003) . Moreover, with GLMMs, it is not necessary to average the trials of individuals because the total variance, including that related to the trials within individuals, is modeled. Using GLMMs instead of classical analyses of variance, we could control for random effects such as intra-individual variability and the influence of an expressed pseudoword on task performance.
To investigate the contribution of each variable and their interactions, we compared different models using the Chisquare difference test. Our fixed effects were emotion repetition [S1 and S2 emotional (sameemo) vs. S1 and S2 neutral Fig. 1 Overview of the displays and timing of events in Experiments 1a, 1b, 2 and 3 (sameneut) vs. S1 emotional and S2 neutral (diffemoneut) vs. S1 neutral and S2 emotional (diffneutemo)], loudness repetition (same vs. different), and motor response repetition (same vs. different). Our random effects for Experiment 1a were the participant, the identity of the voice, and the type of pseudoword. They were kept as random effects in our models because they showed a significant effect: Identity of the voice, χ 2 (1, N = 20) = 45.78, p < .001; pseudoword expressed, χ 2 (1, N = 20) = 11.55, p < .001. However, only the identity of the voice and the participant showed a significant effect of being added to our models in Experiment 1b, χ 2 (1, N = 20) = 44.19, p < .001. Indeed, the type of pseudoword was no longer significant, χ 2 (1, N = 20) = 1.05, p = .31. In both experiments, we added the mean pitch of the voices as a continuous predictor because we could not otherwise exclude the possibility that the difference between our conditions would be solely due to low-level differences and not emotion differences, our variable of interest. There was in fact a significant effect of adding it to our models in Experiment 1a, χ 2 (1, N = 20) = 73.87, p < .001, and 1b, χ 2 (1, N = 20) = 73.87, p < .001. The EHI score was not kept as a continuous variable in our models, because its effect was not significant in Experiment 1a, χ 2 (1, N = 20) = 0.06, p = .81, and 1b, χ 2 (1, N = 20) = 0.06, p = .81. To compare the integration of the angry stimuli of Experiment 1a and the happy stimuli of Experiment 1b, we specified a model containing the following as fixed variables: emotion repetition (sameemo vs. sameneut vs. diffemoneut vs. diffneutemo), motor response repetition (same vs. different), loudness repetition (same vs. different), and experiment (Experiment 1a vs. Experiment 1b). Our random variables were the participant and the identity of the voice. The latter was kept in our new models because its effect was significant, χ 2 (1, N = 40) = 82.92, p < .001. In contrast, the random factor "pseudoword expressed" was withdrawn from our models because its effect was not significant, χ 2 (1, N = 40) = 0.04, p = .84. Mean pitch was kept as a continuous predictor, χ 2 (1, N = 40) = 204.90, p < .001.
Results
Preprocessing
Before starting our analyses, we excluded trials with incorrect (Experiment 1a: 3% of total trials; Experiment 1b: 7% of total trials), missing (> 2 standard deviations above the mean; Experiment 1a and 1b: 4% of total trials), or anticipatory (< 2 standard deviations under the mean; Experiment 1a: 0.1% of total trials; Experiment 1b: 0.04% of total trials) responses. Given the non-normal distribution of our reaction time data for S2 in Experiment 1b, we in addition performed a logarithm to base 10 transformation for this experiment. This transformation was not done for Experiment 1a and when we compared the integration of happy and angry prosodies, as our data were, in these situations, normally distributed.
Experiment 1a: object file hypothesis
Concerning the integration between perceptual features (see Fig. 2 ), we observed a significant interaction between emotion and loudness repetition, χ 2 (3, N = 20) = 16.82, p < .001, R 2 m = 0.02, R 2 c = 0.29. As shown by simple effects, participants were significantly faster in the sameemo condition, t(4730) = 2.41, p < .05, and in the sameneut condition, t(4730) = 2, p < .05, for loudness repetition than for alternation. Furthermore, they were significantly faster in the diffneutemo condition, t(4730) = − 2.78, p < .01, for loudness alternation than for repetition, but not in the diffemoneut situation, t(4730) = 0.13, p = .89.
Experiment 1a: event file hypothesis
Concerning the second assumption, that is, interactions between perceptual features and motor response (see Fig. 3 ), loudness repetition significantly interacted with motor response repetition, χ Participants were significantly faster in the diffemoneut condition for a motor response alternation than for a repetition, t(4744) = − 2.39, p < .05. Moreover, they were significantly faster in the sameemo condition for a motor response repetition than for an alternation, t(4744) = 2.35, p < .05. Nonetheless, participants were not significantly faster in the diffneutemo condition for a motor response alternation than for a repetition, t(4744) = − 1.46, p = .14, nor were they significantly faster in the sameneut condition for a motor response repetition than for an alternation, t(4744) = − 0.50, p = .61. The three-way interaction between emotion, loudness, and motor response repetition was not significant, 
Experiment 1b: object file hypothesis
Concerning the binding between perceptual features (see Fig. 4 ), we obtained a significant interaction between emotion and loudness repetition, χ 2 (3, N = 20) = 10.80, p < .05, R 2 m = 0.02, R 2 c = 0.34. Simple effects showed that participants were faster in the sameneut situation if loudness was repeated rather than alternated, t(4565) = 2.51, p < .05. However, no significant difference between a repetition and alternation of the loudness was observed in the sameemo condition, t(4565) = 1.53, p = .13. Furthermore, participants were not faster in the diffemoneut and diffneutemo conditions for a loudness alternation than for a repetition. Indeed, simple effects were not significant, t(4565) = − 0.90, p = .38, and t(4565) = − 1.44, p = .15, respectively.
Experiment 1b: event file hypothesis
Concerning interactions between perceptual features and the motor response (see Fig. 5 
Happy versus angry event file
The three-way interaction between emotion repetition, motor response repetition, and experiment was not significant, χ 
Discussion
Several interesting results stand out from these first experiments. Emotion, as expected, was involved in several bindings. Indeed, emotion in both experiments bound with loudness in an object file and with motor response in an event file. As predicted, participants were generally faster for a complete repetition and alternation of the features and motor responses than for a partial repetition of them. However, contrary to what previously observed with faces (Coll & Grandjean, 2016) , and although response patterns were in accordance with our hypotheses, simple effects were not always significant. As mentioned earlier, one of the major difference between the static faces used in our previous study and the prosodies in the present experiments is the temporal dynamics. The prototypical static emotional faces of our previous study were ideal conditions for the emotion-action binding. In real situations, emotional expressions are dynamic and develop through time. These timing aspects probably influenced the emotion-action binding in our present experiments revealing less clear-cut interactions.
Emotion was not the only feature taking part in an event file, loudness also bound with the motor response in Experiment 1a. Participants were faster for loudness repetition if the motor response was repeated rather than alternated. Nonetheless, no significant difference was observed for loudness alternation if the motor response was alternated rather than repeated. Once again, only some simple effects were significant and a loudness-motor response integration was not observed in Experiment 1b. In accordance with previous studies (e.g., Coll & Grandjean, 2016; Hommel, 1998; Lavender & Hommel, 2007) , the task-irrelevant feature, unlike the relevant feature, does not always take part in an event file. In fact, this binding is linked to the relevant feature of the task (Coll & Grandjean, 2016; Hommel 1998; Hommel et al., 2014; Memelink & Hommel, 2013 ). Emotion as a task-relevant feature allowed loudness to bind with the motor response when neutral stimuli were presented with angry voices, but not with happy voices. Interestingly, an emotionspecific relation between loudness and anger might explain the integration of loudness in Experiment 1a, and why this effect was not reproduced in Experiment 1b. Indeed, angry vocalizations are typically louder than normal. This implies that a soft angry voice appears less angry and a loud voice angrier (Costanzo, Markel, & Costanzo, 1969) . The relation between anger and loudness might have then favored the loudness-motor response integration in Experiment 1a. We also note that in the experiment of and in the first experiment of Zmigrod and Hommel (2010) , in which the loudness of the stimuli was manipulated, loudness only bound with the motor response when it was relevant for the task. We thus highlight that when irrelevant for the task, loudness' participation in an event file is possible, but not systematic.
Comparing the emotion-action integration of the angry and happy prosodies, showed no significant difference. We predicted two possible directions from the literature: either the binding would be stronger for the positive stimuli (e.g., Colzato et al., 2007; Waszak & Pholulamdeth, 2009 ), or for the negative stimuli (e.g., Ledoux 1994; Ohman et al., 2001) . No argument for a significant difference of integration between these two emotions was observed in the present experiments. We note, however, that alternative interpretations can be advanced for our result. Indeed, partial repetition costs in Hommel's paradigm and its adaptations only occur if two processes happen: binding and retrieval. Therefore, the lack of difference when comparing the emotion-action binding effects in Experiment 1a and 1b may indeed be due to the fact that angry and happy prosodies are not only differently bound with motor responses, but also to processes happening at the retrieval level, or both. For instance, angry faces might be more integrated with motor responses at the level of S1, but happy faces could be retrieved more easily in S2, resulting in a lack of difference between the simple effects of the two emotions. The fact that binding effects are always tested in sequential paradigms makes it difficult to distinguish between competing processes.
Finally, in the present experiments, and in accordance with previous studies (e.g., Coll & Grandjean, 2016; Hommel 1998) , complete binding of all features and the motor response was not obtained. Indeed, three-way interactions between emotion, loudness, and motor response repetition were not significant. As mentioned by Hommel (1998) , this absence is probably reflective of an event file that is not a single structure, as would be assumed in a uniform-event-file hypothesis, but is rather a more distributed and differentiated multilayered network of stimulus and response feature codes with many local and distant interconnections.
To conclude with our research question, emotion seemed to bind with the motor response, even when controlling for pitch variations between the voices. The integration of happy voices was not different from that of angry prosodies. Contrary to our previous findings (Coll & Grandjean, 2016) , however, the simple effects in the present studies were not always significant, probably due to timing aspects. As mentioned earlier, a confound affecting the task-relevant feature in Hommel's paradigm prevents us from concluding that the emotion-action interactions observed in the present studies are only due to binding effects and not compatibility effects. Such interpretation was allowed in our two following experiments, in which emotion was task-irrelevant, that is, when the task in S2 was not about discriminating the emotion of the voices.
Experiment 2
We showed with the previous experiments significant interactions between the emotion and motor response, when emotion was relevant for the task. However, confounds between binding and compatibility effects for the task-relevant feature in Hommel's paradigm do not let us to fully conclude for an emotion-action integration with prosodies. Experiment 2 allows such interpretation, because participants' task was not about discriminating emotion. Indeed, making emotion irrelevant for the task allows the orthogonal variation of the emotion and response relation in S1 and S2 and allows us to precisely test our research question: If emotional prosodies can take part in an event file. The relevant feature for the task in S2 was now loudness. As mentioned earlier, we expected, following the intentional weighting principle (Hommel et al., 2014; Memelink & Hommel, 2013) , that making loudness relevant for the task would direct participants' attention toward the details of the stimuli, and thus emotion, allowing the latter to bind with the motor response.
Method
Participants
Twenty new participants (5 men; M age = 24.35 years, SD 4.61) from the University of Geneva and surrounding area took part in this study for financial compensation. All reported having normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were not familiar with the purpose of the experiment. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. The experiment was conducted at the University of Geneva and approved by the local ethical committee.
Apparatus and stimuli
The same material as in Experiment 1a was used in this study: angry and neutral voices from the database of Fruhholz et al. (2014) expressing "belam" and "nolan" pseudowords. However, instead of increasing and decreasing loudness of our prosodies by 5 decibels, as done in previous experiments in this study, we decided to increase and decrease it by 10 decibels. This choice was made after a preliminary test in which we asked four participants to discriminate the loudness of the previous voices. The task was judged as being difficult and participants made numerous mistakes. We thus decided to reduce the difficulty by increasing the difference between the loud and quiet prosodies.
Procedure and design
The same experimental design (see Fig. 1 ) as in Experiment 1a and 1b was used in the present experiment. However, participants now had to discriminate the loudness of the voices in S2 instead of emotion. Half of the participants responded with the right arrow of the keyboard for loud voices and the left arrow for quiet voices. The other half had reversed instructions.
Statistical analyses
GLMM analyses were run to test our assumptions. Our fixed, random, and continuous factors were the same as in Experiment 1a.
Results
Preprocessing
Trials with incorrect (6% of total trials), missing (> 2 standard deviations above the mean; 5% of total trials), or anticipatory (< 2 standard deviations under the mean; 0.2% of total trials) responses were excluded.
Object file hypothesis
The interaction between emotion and loudness repetition was significant, χ 2 (3, N = 20) = 21.84, p < .001, R 2 m = 0.02, R 2 c = 0.37 (see Fig. 6 ). Participants were significantly faster for loudness alternation than for repetition in the diffemoneut condition, t(4537) = 6.80, p < .001, and in the diffneutemo condition, t(4537) = 5.39, p < .001. Nonetheless, no significant difference was observed between loudness repetition and alternation in the sameemo condition, t(4537) = 1.37, p = .17, and in the sameneut condition, t(4537) = 1.83, p = .07. Note, however, that the latter result can be considered marginal.
Event file hypothesis
Concerning the binding between perceptual features and the motor response (see Fig. 7 condition, t(4537) = − 3.64, p < .001. Nonetheless, no significant difference was obtained between a motor response repetition and an alternation in the samemo situation, t(4537) = 1.59, p = .11, and in the sameneut situation, t(4537) = 1.48, p = .14.
The three-way interaction between emotion, loudness, and motor response repetition was not significant, χ 2 (3, N = 20) = 7.41, p = .06, R 2 m = 0.04, R 2 c = 0.39. However, this result can be considered marginal.
Discussion
Several results in the continuity of Experiment 1a and 1b are highlighted in the present study. First, emotion, significantly took part in an object file with loudness. Second, the taskrelevant feature, here loudness, significantly bound with the motor response. Interestingly, the latter result is systematically observed in the event file literature (e.g., Coll & Grandjean, 2016; Hommel, 1998) . Third, emotion significantly interacted with the motor response. However, contrary to the first experiments, the latter result was obtained when emotion was irrelevant for the task and without binding-compatibility confound. In accordance with the eye-color shade task of our previous study (Experiment 4; Coll & Grandjean, 2016) , directing participants' attention on the details of the voices, encouraged emotion processing and its integration in an event file. This effect was probably increased by the tight relationship between emotion and loudness (Huttar, 1968) .
Looking at the significance of our simple effects, we found, once again a response pattern in accordance with our hypotheses, but not always significant. We suggest this result to be the consequence of the temporal dynamics of our prosodies.
Finally, following the literature on the event file (e.g., Coll & Grandjean, 2016; Hommel 1998) , the complete interaction (here a three-way interaction) were not significant, highlighting the existence of several bindings instead of a single integrated one.
Experiment 2 successfully demonstrated an emotion-action binding without the confound of the first studies. Following the intentional weighting principle (Hommel et al., 2014; Memelink & Hommel, 2013) , we can suggest that with loudness as the task-relevant feature, enough attention was given toward emotion to allow its binding with the motor response. In the last experiment, we would like to add on this result by asking participants to perform a task in S2, which we suggest would put less emphasis on emotion.
Experiment 3
By making loudness the relevant feature in S2, we showed in Experiment 2 that emotion could bind with the motor response. We suggested this integration to have happened, because participants' attention was directed toward the details of the voices in the loudness task, encouraging emotion processing. Moreover, following the intentional weighting principle (Hommel et al., 2014; Memelink & Hommel, 2013) , the tight link between loudness and emotion increased attention toward the latter dimension (Huttar, 1968) . To specifically test the intentional weighting principle in the context of the emotion-action binding, we decided in the present experiment to change the task for a feature, which we suggest would reduce participants' attention toward emotion: location. We used location as the task-relevant feature twice in our previous series of studies with emotional faces (Coll & Grandjean, 2016) , and emotion never took part in an event file. Moreover, in Lavender and Hommel's study (2007) , who used an approach-avoidance protocol, a spatial group performing a location task did not show a valence-action binding, contrary to the group focused on valence. We assumed then that no emotion-action binding would be observed when performing a location task, because the task-relevant feature in this situation would allow less attention on emotion.
Method
Participants
Twenty new participants (4 men; M age = 24.55 year, SD 4.56) from the University of Geneva and surrounding area took part in this study for financial compensation. All participants reported having normal or corrected-tonormal vision and were not familiar with the purpose of the experiment. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. The experiment was conducted at the University of Geneva and approved by the local ethical committee.
Apparatus and stimuli
The same stimuli as in Experiment 1a, taken from the database of Fruhholz et al. (2014) , were used in this experiment. However, stimuli were now virtually spatialized at a 2-m distance to the right and to the left using the "head-related transfer function" method (Algazi, Duda, Thompson, & Avendano, 2001 ) included in Sony Sound Forge 8.0 software (website: http://www.sonyc reati vesof tware .com/fr/ sound forge softw are). This technique uses algorithms that take into account different measures, such as a mannequin's head and ear shape, to create virtually spatialized sounds (Algazi et al., 2001 ). Loudness was not manipulated in this experiment.
Procedure and design
The same experimental design (see Fig. 1 ) as in previous experiments was used here. However, the task in S2 was replaced with a location task. Participants had to decide between a right and left response for the virtually spatialized right and left angry and neutral voices. Half of the participants had to respond with the left arrow of the keyboard for the left spatialized stimuli and the right arrow for the right stimuli. The other half had reversed instructions.
Statistical analyses
GLMM analyses were run to test our assumptions. Different models were again compared using the Chi-square difference test. Our fixed effects were emotion [S1 and S2 angry (sameemo) vs. S1 and S2 neutral (sameneut) vs. S1 angry and S2 neutral (diffemoneut) vs. S1 neutral and S2 angry (diffneutemo)], location (same vs. different), and motor response (same vs. different) repetition. Our random effects were the participant, the identity of the voice, the pseudoword expressed, and the Simon effect. All of these variables showed a significant effect of adding them to our models: Identity of the voice, .34, p < .05. The Simon effect was named after Richard Simon, who found that reaction times are usually faster, and reactions more accurate, when the stimulus occurs in the same relative location as the response (e.g., Hommel, 1995; Simon & Rudell, 1967) . To control for the influence of this effect on the audiomotor binding, we decided to add it as a random variable to our models. Our continuous predictor for the reaction time analysis was mean pitch. Indeed, there was a significant effect of adding it to our models, χ 2 (1, N = 20) = 5.16, p < .05. The score on the EHI was again not significant, χ 2 (1, N = 20) = 0.66, p = .42. To specifically test the hypothesis that no emotion-action interaction would be obtained in the present experiment, we compared a GLMM model with the interaction to a GLMM model without the interaction using the "lmBF" function of the "BayesFactor" package in R (Morey & Rouder, 2011) , while keeping our random and continuous variables. A Bayesian approach was preferred because, contrary to the usual p value approach, it allowed us to test a null hypothesis (H 0 ; Morey & Rouder, 2011) . We also ran a GLMM analysis including data of Experiment 2 and 3 to compare the emotion-action integration in these two experiments. To do this, we specified a model containing the following as fixed variables: Emotion repetition (sameemo vs. sameneut vs. diffemoneut vs. diffneutemo), motor response repetition (same vs. different), loudness repetition (same vs. different), and experiment (Experiment 2 vs. Experiment 3). Our random variables were the participant, the identity of the voice and the pseudoword expressed. The two latter variables were kept in our models because their effect was significant, χ 2 (1, N = 40) = 141.13, p < .001 and χ 
Results
Preprocessing
Trials with incorrect (2% of total trials), missing (> 2 standard deviations above the mean; 5% of total trials), or anticipatory (< 2 standard deviations under the mean; 0% of total trials) responses were excluded.
Object file hypothesis
Emotion repetition significantly interacted in an object file with location repetition, χ 2 (3, N = 20) = 13.68, p < .01, R 2 m = 0.01, R 2 c = 0.53 (see Fig. 8 ). As shown by simple effects, participants were faster for a location alternation than for a repetition in the diffemoneut situation, t(4747) = − 3.93, p < .001, and in the diffneutemo situation, t(4747) = − 2.07, p < .05. However, no significant difference was observed between a location repetition and an alternation in the sameemo condition, t(4747) = 0.20, p = .84, and in the sameneut condition, t(4747) = 0.69, p = .49.
Event file hypothesis
Concerning the event file assumption (see Fig. 9 
Experiment 2 vs. Experiment 3
The GLMM analysis comparing the emotion-action integration between Experiment 2 and Experiment 3 revealed a significant three-way interaction between emotion repetition, motor response repetition and the experiment, 
Discussion
Emotion, in this third experiment, as in the preceding experiments, was involved in an object file with the task-irrelevant feature, here location. However, contrary to what was previously observed, emotion did not bind with the motor response. As shown in previous studies (Coll & Grandjean, 2016; Lavender & Hommel, 2007) and in accordance with the intentional weighting principle (Hommel et al., 2014; Memelink & Hommel, 2013) , emotion was probably not fully processed when the participant faced a task-relevant feature that was not related to emotion. This result was confirmed by a Bayes factor analysis, suggesting a great proof for H 0 (no significant interaction between the emotion and motor response) over H 1 (a significant interaction between the emotion and motor response). Moreover, an analysis comparing the emotion-action integration between Experiment 2 and 3 revealed that the interaction was significantly different in the two experiments, as illustrated in Fig. 10 . In contrast, as previously demonstrated (e.g., Coll & Grandjean, 2016; Hommel, 1998; Lavender & Hommel, 2007; ), location, the task-relevant feature, significantly bound with the motor response. Participants, as shown in the other experiments of the present study, showed a tendency to be faster for a complete repetition and an alternation of the features than for a partial repetition of them. However, simple effects, although never opposite of what was predicted, were not always significant. We attribute once again this result to the temporal dynamics of our prosodies.
Interestingly, and in accordance with the results of Experiment 1a, 1b, and 2, no three-way interactions were significant. The latter result is another argument in favor of several bindings instead of a single integrated one.
To summarize, emotion did not bind with the motor response when participants performed a location task. As predicted, replacing the loudness task in S2 with the discrimination of a feature putting less emphasis on emotion prevented participants from fully processing it, which in turn kept the emotion-action binding from happening.
General discussion
Three experiments were designed to investigate the emotion-action binding of auditory stimuli. Experiment 1, divided in two sub-experiments, 1a with angry prosodies and 1b with happy prosodies, showed similar emotion-action interaction when emotion was relevant for the task. However, a compatibility-binding confound for the task-relevant feature in Hommel's paradigm prevented us from fully concluding for an emotion-action binding. The last two experiments avoided this confound, because emotion was task irrelevant, allowing orthogonal variation of the emotion and response relation in S1 and S2. Experiment 2, which was a loudness task, a feature tightly related to emotion, allowed the latter to take part in an event file, supporting without confound the existence of an emotion-action binding. Finally, Experiment 3 revealed with a location task how putting less emphasis on emotion prevents the latter from binding with the motor response when it is task irrelevant.
Experiments in the present study replicated in general results obtained in our earlier study with emotional faces (Coll & Grandjean, 2016) , probably revealing a similar importance for our survival to automatically and accurately respond to emotional prosodies. Indeed, emotion was implicated in object file bindings in all of our experiments. Emotion bound with loudness in Experiment 1a, 1b, and 2 and with location in Experiment 3. Moreover, the task-relevant feature, as shown in the literature investigating the event file assumption (e.g., Hommel, 1998; Lavender & Hommel, 2007) , always bound with the motor response. Interestingly, this was also the case for the emotion when it was task relevant in sub-experiments 1a and 1b. Nonetheless, a compatibility-binding confound for the task-relevant feature in Hommel's task prevented us from thoroughly concluding for an emotion-action binding when emotion was relevant for the task. Indeed, the fact that complete repetition and alternation conditions are always compatible with S2's instructions in S1, whereas partial repetition cases are always incompatible with them, might boost the integration of the task-relevant feature. Such confound was avoided when emotion was task irrelevant, because orthogonal variation of the emotion and response relation in S1 and S2 was ensured. In this situation, emotion only bound with the motor response when participants' attention was directed toward the details of the voices in a loudness task. Such integration was no longer observed when performing a location task. Indeed, as revealed in previous studies (Coll & Grandjean, 2016; Lavender & Hommel, 2007) , the task-relevant feature, following an intentional weighting principle (Hommel et al., 2014; Memelink & Hommel, 2013) , should allow participants to gather enough attention toward emotion to ensure an emotion-action binding. Loudness, which is strongly linked with emotion categorization (Huttar, 1968) , put sufficient emphasis on emotion, whereas location did not, probably because in such task participants could answer without even processing emotion (Coll & Grandjean, 2016) .
In the three experiments, three-way interactions were never significant. It seems that, contrary to what is proposed in a uniform-event-file hypothesis (Hommel 1998) , several bindings coexist instead of a single integrated one. As suggested by Hommel (1998) , the event file is probably a distributed and differentiated multilayered network of stimulus and response feature codes with many local and distant interconnections. Although all interactions visually followed our predictions concerning the object file and event file assumptions, it is important to note that simple effects were not always significant in our experiments. The fact that static faces were presented in our earlier series of studies (Coll & Grandjean, 2016) could explain why in the present experiments emotional prosodies revealed less clear-cut interactions. Indeed, prototypical expressions of emotion directly available to everyone were displayed in Coll and Grandjean (2016) , whereas auditory stimuli need time to be processed. Temporal dynamics may have reduced our effects, because prosodies were used instead of static emotional expressions.
We showed with these three experiments that emotion-action integration involving prosodies was possible, although timings for these stimuli were different from static emotional faces. We did so by controlling several sources of variations: Performance of the different participants, identity of the voices, pseudoword expressed, and differences in pitch between the voices. GLMMs were in that way a really useful tool, one that has to our knowledge never before been used in this context, to test our hypotheses.
Conclusions and future directions
Several interesting results were found in the present series of experiments. However, more studies of the subject need to be done to understand in particular the scope of the temporal dynamics in the emotion-action binding, for example by studying dynamic emotional facial expressions. Furthermore, one who wants to use Hommel's paradigm in the future should be aware of the compatibility-binding confound affecting the task-relevant feature and be precocious when interpreting this result. Two solutions could prevent this confound from affecting the conclusions of a study: (1) by ensuring that the response both in S1 and in S2 is indicated by something other than the feature of interest (e.g., Frings, Rothermund, & Wentura, 2007) and (2) via second task (e.g., Moeller & Frings, 2014) . When emotion was task irrelevant in Experiment 2 and 3, as suggested by the first solution to avoid the compatibility/binding confound, we ensured orthogonal variation of the emotion and response relation and we could conclude for the existence of an emotion-action binding. Interestingly, in these experiments, the importance of the choice of the task-relevant feature was also highlighted. Indeed, emotion-action binding, when the emotion was task irrelevant, was only observed when participants' attention was focused on the details of the stimuli (i.e., in a loudness task), ensuring emotion processing, but not when emotion could be ignored (i.e., in a location task). The fact that loudness is also a percept related to the intensity (decibels) of the stimuli, which is correlated with emotion categorization (Huttar, 1968) , ensured even more emphasis on emotion. Indeed, one could argue that the binding would be stronger when the feature of the task is somewhat related to the emotional discrimination or categorization. It would be interesting in a future study to isolate a specific acoustical feature or an auditory percept that is not related to emotion and test its binding effect, as we did with eye color in relation to vision. Moreover, one could also complement our paradigm with emotional faces (Coll & Grandjean, 2016) with eye-tracking measures, and directly investigate how overt attention toward emotion influences our results in the different tasks.
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